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i would like to thank your entire team who has supported our business and team all these years and
we will continue to cooperate even with you in the future. we wish you success in all your future

activities. we also thank those who have supported our business and our products are liked by the
customers. they include built-in speakers, location / tracking algorithms and a control panel, which
allows the installer to control and manage its wireless systems. they have a long battery life and
operate silently even when the systems are installed indoors. the use of our ipcore 2.4 g wireless

technology on these alarms ensures the highest security and the best reliability of the alarm
systems. products in our range are equipped with the newest ipcore system, which include a system
ip67 certification, a huge potential for the future of systems, which enables us to meet the demands
of iot. for all eclipse- and bravo series devices we use the latest off-the-shelf hardware and software
components. our equipment is produced at the teletek engineering center in ulsan, korea (tec). the
production process follows the gmbh quality management system iso 14001:2004. the systems are
systematically investigated at the tec quality control laboratory. all products conform to the eclipse
and bravo series requirements and are registered with the national monitoring registry (nmr) (no.
1-9975). the firmware update will be available soon. if you have any questions or comments, feel

free to reach out to our support team. for orders in the czech republic, the online chat is also
available. we look forward to serving you.
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madjarova: the company was founded in 1992 as teletek radios and developed a catalog of electrical
devices for home and commercial protection. since 2003, teletek electronics expanded and began to

work in other fields of security. our technical staff, highly qualified professionals, has over 600
employees, both in the factory and corporate offices, resulting in the design and development of

highly sophisticated alarm devices of exceptional technical performance, reliability, and price/quality
ratio. madjarova: we have been operating within the security sector for over 30 years. by our

experience, we determined a clearly defined trend, which is the joint development of a single device
for automation of various security systems and components. our customers have turned into
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partners, and we have the highest quality rating among security brands. we comply with the highest
international technical standards, and constantly improve the quality of products and reliability. we

are also the only bulgarian company that certifies its device with the international authority, the
international association of certified engineering companies (cesa). this fact proves that our products

have the potential to become a leader in security solutions for the 21st century. madjarova: r&d
development is at the core of teletek electronics. once a new development is built, its processing is

assigned to the departments involved with the production of the products. with the acquired
knowledge and experience, we have the ability to constantly develop new products and solutions

through r&d development. 5ec8ef588b
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